
The Value of Wipes 

90% of preferred using wipes to clean equipment

over sprays and towels.

Towels, sprays, and towels are more likely to

spread germs than eliminate them.

Paper and cloth towels are great for wiping

sweat off your members' bodies, bu they are

superficial when it comes to cleaning equipment.

It has been demonstrated that wipes are more

effective and better for gym equipment.

Cloth towels cost money with the usage of

laundry equipment, utility bills (water and

electric), and labor costs to maintain them.

SAVING DOLLARS
MAKES SENSE
2XL wipes save fitness facilities

thousands of dollars a year.

For questions about products, bulk ordering,
or to find a distributor contact 2XL at (888) 977-3726.



Value of Wipes: There is no doubt that people prefer the convenience of wipes instead of

sprays for just about any cleaning task these days. In several fitness surveys, over 90% of

fitness members preferred using wipes to clean equipment over sprays and towels. 

Sprays and towels are more likely to spread germs than eliminate them. Wipes have

shown to produce better results and make it easy for your members to wipe down

equipment before and after their workout.

Sprays and Towels: Paper and cloth towels are great for wiping sweat off your members’

body, but it’s superficial when it comes to cleaning the equipment. Cloth towels cost

money with usage of the laundry equipment, utility bills (water and electric), and labor

costs to maintain them! 

The cleanliness of your facility is one of your members’ top priorities. Making wipes easily

accessible for your members will encourages them to play a role your gym hygiene and,

most importantly, keep them healthy and returning to your facility.

According to the American Journal of Infection Control, disinfectant wipes produced much

better results when compared to spray-based disinfectants. It has been demonstrated that

wipes are more effective and better for gym equipment. Modern pieces of cardio

equipment have high operating computers and come equipped with monitors and

entertainment systems.

CLEAN. SANITIZE.
DISINFECT. PROTECT.

For questions about products, bulk ordering,
or to find a distributor contact 2XL at (888) 977-3726.

Powerful wipes and sleek

accessories that keep your fitness

facility safe and clean.

Environmental Sustainability: Our GymWipes are made from 100% renewable

resources, and are recyclable or biodegradable, depending on the line. 2XL GymWipes

have been proven to not damage any surface on equipment, will save you on

maintenance costs long term, and will extend the useable life of your largest investment.

90% of gym goers prefer wipes
over sprays and towels.

2XL wipes are tested and
recommended by major
fitness manufacturers to
not damage equipment. 

For questions about products, bulk ordering,
or to find a distributor contact 2XL at (888) 977-3726.


